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Ⅱ．研究発表内容報告
１．Research for the development of the sit ski for the 
cross country ski events in Pyeong Chang 2018 
Paralympic Winter Games










































































２．Study on the development of “Rhythm Exercises” 
to improve the physical fitness and the exercise 
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３．Studies on improvement of physical fitness and 
education for Junior Leader by morning exercise 
at primary school in 2017
Yui Ishii, Tadashi Takeda, Asami Yoshida, 









































































４．Analysis of cross country skiing velocity and 
poling technique in the biathlon competition in 
PyeongChang Paralympics game 
Shun Watanabe, Keizo Yamamoto, Tadashi 
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５．Teaching handball in the special-needs high 
school








































































６．Teaching of the posture walking for primary 
school children
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７．Teaching of Hip Circle Backward on Horizontal-
Bar in Gymnastics









































































８．The infl uence that free choice play jump activities 
gives for the physical fitness in lower grades of 
the primary school
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９．Teaching method of aerial movement using 
relative movement of gymnastics for pole vault 
beginners

































































10．Effect of the Posture Walking to improve body 
function
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３） Shuhei Hirota：Development of  “Rhythm 
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